cKinsey has developed an approach that enables companies to
based on their web histories (and other sources of information) and customizing digital advertising as needed. Experience shows that the
approach has four key steps:
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Marketing teams take a very large sample of Web users (e.g., several million) and
collect their Web histories, using cookies or other forms of anonymous tracking.
if search terms related to sports can be found in his search history.

B)

Link to products
chasing behaviors to identify correlations between
users. Marketers should base the purchasing behavior analysis on sales conversion rates, i.e., the percentage of people who actually purchase the product
compared to the total audience who received the
related display advertising.

C)

Tailor advertising
Marketers then build a digital campaign that focuses
being the most likely to buy the considered product.
those segments for whom they were created.

D)

Integrate algorithm

Finally, the company must integrate the algorithm into its digital advertising management IT tools. Once the algorithm is embedded within the various ad servers,
the targeted campaigning becomes a part of the organisation's day-to-day processes, focusing only and automatically on the Web users with the highest potential to convert.

reveal a very strong correlation with the sales conversion rate. This correlation
best-performing segments displaying a conversion rate 11.2 times higher than
average.
The best way to capitalize on the strong correlation involves focusing the digital
advertising campaign on the customer segments with the highest conversion
rates.

ing is only one step companies can take toward unlocking
“big data's” potential.”

direct marketing (e.g., an e-mail campaign focused on the most promising prospects). Looking further, another exciting challenge to come will involve the adapnow, marketing organizations would be well advised to take stock of the wealth of
online consumer information that is readily available and develop highly targeted
online users, “big data” can also be leveraged in a very pragmatic and operational
and Internet-based direct marketing.
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